SLU’s Annual Undergraduate Theology Conference

BORDERS AND BOUNDARIES
CALL FOR PAPERS

Conference dates: March 21-22, 2015
Boileau Hall

Check out the website!
https://sites.google.com/a/slu.edu/undergraduatetheologyconference2015/

Submit Papers!

“Boundaries and Borders”
How do we form or understand boundaries in reality and in our minds, between ourselves and others, within communities, or between man and God? Do borders only separate, or can they act as unifiers?
How do boundaries contribute to or impede justice, peace, virtue, communion, love, human flourishing, etc.?
Papers from all disciplines are welcome: immigration studies, literature, philosophy, ecclesiology, Christology, gender studies, sociology, anthropology, and more!

Remember: This is a theology conference so papers are expected to relate to theology and/or religion

Submit papers by February 14 to slitheoconference@gmail.com